
The " Memoires " of Henry Dunant

In our December 1969 issue we called attention to the first volume
of the "Henry Dunant Institute Collection'1'' containing "Un Souvenir
de Solferino" and some of Dunant's unpublished writings under the
general title "L'Avenir sanglant". The collection has now been
enriched with a new volume entitled " Memoires" which the Henry
Dunant Institute is editing in French, jointly with the Editions de
l'Age d'homme, Lausanne 1. The book was compiled and presented
by Professor Bernard Gagnebin, Dean of the Geneva University
Faculty of Arts. He undertook the selection of the manuscripts—
102 exercise books—found in three boxes deposited with the Geneva
University Public Library. This was a difficult and delicate task, as
Professor Gagnebin himself admits in a lengthy introduction: "the
Memoires were not in the form of a continuous text but of an
unfinished work. We reconstituted them from more than thirty
exercise books and we divided them into thirty-four chapters".

The texts were previously unpublished, all were written at Heiden
and most refer to the history of the Red Cross. "Dunant wishes to
give to the world an account of how he came upon the idea of the
Red Cross, of what he saw on the battlefield at Solferino, the efforts
he exerted to promote his work and the practical effect given to his
ideal during the 1870 war and the Paris Commune, and finally his
years of misery, misery in black, the worst form of poverty." Indeed
it is, as Professor Gagnebin says, "the cry of distress of this tortured
soul striving against ignorance and evil, and painfully seeking to bring
truth into the light".

1 Henry Dunant, Memoires, 1971, 368 pp. Price 25 Swiss francs. The book is
offered at the special price of 20 Swiss francs to Red Cross members applying
direct to the Henry Dunant Institute, 3 rue de Varembe, 1202 Geneva.
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But it is not the biographical aspect—already well known—which
we wish to mention here, but those passages dealing with :

1) the first Geneva Convention and the idea, which was Dunant's,
of "neutralizing" the wounded on the field of battle: for a
wounded man is no longer a combatant; he is again only a man
and nationality and uniform no longer count;

2) the fellowship which is the basic spirit of that mission which,
Dunant thought at the outset, should and would become universal;

3) the siege and the Paris Commune, when again he was a witness
to the horror of war, and tried to alleviate suffering. Redolent of a
Souvenir de Solferino, his chronicles of that time reveal that
inspired horror which gripped him and raised him above the feeling
of bitterness at his own plight on which he so often harked. After
reading this book, one realizes that civil wars are worse than
international wars and understands why the law must provide
protection at any price. The efforts of the Red Cross to reduce the
inhumanity of internal conflicts appear undeniably a more crying
need than ever.

The Geneva .Convention

The Geneva Convention should alleviate the suffering of war's
immediate victims, that is to say the military wounded and sick,
and it should in particular strengthen the guarantees and increase
the relief for the victims of large-scale battles.

But it may be objected that the neutralization of the wounded
is not specified in the Convention. From the beginning, Dunant
desired that neutralization: it will be recalled that he spoke of it
in Berlin (September 1863) and later in Dresden to King John of
Saxony. Shortly after, it was accepted during the first non-diplomatic
conference in Geneva. " I was able to plead the cause to the indi-
vidual members of the conference: Doctor Loeffler and Doctor
Basting, the French delegates, and others were in favour of the idea.
Supported by Mr. Moynier who drafted the recommendations
issued at and adopted by the final meeting, I had the joy of hearing
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neutralization for the wounded proclaimed and admitted in the
most complete manner." Although the 1864 Congress seemed to
leave this important point aside, neutralization of the wounded was
so strongly held to be established by the Geneva Convention that
Mr. Moynier, as one of the plenipotentaries of the Swiss Confedera-
tion, said in his report to the Swiss Federal Council: " The neutral-
ized personnel includes three categories: 1. those engaged in the
care of the wounded; 2. the inhabitants of the country; 3. the
wounded ". At the Paris international conference in 1867 everyone
agreed that at least this neutralization should be included in the
text in the event of a revision. " The neutrality of the wounded is
necessary" stated Baron Mundy, delegated by the Austrian
Ministry of War to these conferences; "it is a noble wish, generous
and important not only for humanitarian reasons but also for
reasons of common sense... I would call your attention to the need
for the absolute neutrality of the wounded; this principle is hence-
forth under the protection of the humane feelings of our time. Let
us therefore adopt this principle which is predominant throughout
the Geneva Convention ". At the same conferences, Dr von Lan-
genbeck stated that the wounded seemed insufficiently safeguarded
by Article 6 of the Convention. Nevertheless, he added: " The spirit
of the Geneva Convention must be inculcated into the mind of the
soldier. Those principles must be included in the soldier's normal
education ".x Count Serurier, chairman of these conferences,
stated: " It is a dire necessity to promulgate the neutralization of
the wounded " (meeting of 28 August 1867). Dr Landa (Spain)
declared it to be essential. General Renard, Belgian Minister of
War and aide-de-camp to King Leopold, said the same thing. All
the highest authorities were in agreement. In fact, governments, by
declaring their acceptance and sponsorship of the societies for
relief to the military wounded which were set up after the October
1863 Conference, acceded to the great charter of that conference,
that is to say the resolutions and recommendations formally pro-
claiming the neutrality of the wounded.

1 It would be desirable for every country to bear in mind this recommendation by
the famous Professor von Langenbeck. Even more, in accordance with an excellent
idea which came to light in Austria, children should be explained the principles of
the convention with which they should be indoctrinated.
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Solidarity among men

Victims of hunger, fire, shipwreck, floods, landslides, earth-
quakes, extreme cold, railway accidents, cholera and other sickness
are just as deserving of attention as the wounded of war; the
important thing for them, whoever they may be, as for the victims
on the field of battle, is prompt relief. These scourges strike
unexpectedly, like war, and most of them when humanity is
unprepared; they sometimes affect towns, villages and entire prov-
inces. Speed is therefore the main essential: for that there must be
standing committees, officials ever ready, and a well-stocked fund
so that at the first warning relief workers shall not be lacking.
Here too, although spontaneous voluntary contributions are greater
in quantity, they are no less greater in quality, because when
disaster strikes parliaments immediately vote credits to provide
assistance and alleviate the plight of the victims; but before govern-
ments vote such relief, there is so much information to be obtained
from administrations, so many formalities to complete, that when
that information is supplied, it is already too late to remedy the
great suffering. Official alms are nearly always too late.

The Association internationale pour le progres des sciences
sociales, prompted by a thought put forward in A Memory of
Solferino, submitted to one of its international congress meetings
at Berne in August and September 1865 the question of whether the
scope of the committees for relief to the wounded should not be
broadened and the benefits made more general by assistance in
time of peace to populations unexpectedly stricken by these
scourges. To help the victims of catastrophes, without distinction
of nationality, was to be regarded by some as a duty in human
fellowship; by others a duty of Christian charity: call it what you
will, all recognized it as a duty.

Thus was realized the recommendation in A Memory of Sol-
ferino : " Such societies could render great service during epidemics
or such disasters as floods, fire and so forth; the philanthropy
which engendered them would inspire them to action whenever
there was scope". This was understood to apply internationally
as much as nationally, for that was one of the main ideas of the
book...
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. . . So far as the ideas we are considering are concerned, the
large national Red Cross associations with several objectives are
preferable to a number of associations each with one specific aim:
the small associations, lacking in co-ordination, are restricted both
by their want of resources and because the very aim of the associa-
tion produces only inadequate and incomplete results. On the other
hand, a large association can better attend to several matters
simultaneously and better deal with each. The Red Cross Com-
mittees should therefore extend their good work, from their own
resources, for the benefit of families of soldiers killed or wounded.
They should see it as a sacred duty to provide for the needs of
employees in their service and to guarantee a subsidy to their
families in the event of sickness or death in the discharge of their
functions.

Thanks to these advantages, the employees of the societies,
during war and epidemics, need have no fear in carrying out their
work with that equanimity and complete dedication which their
type of service demands. The large national associations with their
unlimited sections and their ladies committees may not only
strengthen the various active sections but may also, when hostilities
break out, enlist the help of other special societies (First Aiders,
Rescuers, all the religious orders, veterans, fire-brigades, students
and so forth), each of which, although having a specific objective
of its own in time of peace, will rally in wartime to the white flag
with the purple cross, all joining together under a single leadership,
that of the national relief society authorized by the Minister of War
and acting in the spirit of international humanity and known today
by the name Red Cross.

The Paris Commune in 1871

On 26 May the gore de Lyon was set ablaze and in the evening
the barricades of the Boulevards Voltaire, Philippe-Auguste and
Charonne were taken, like those which protected the avenues of
the Bastille where the bodies of the federal forces killed in combat
were piled up.

It was probably at the very moment when we were going along
the Rue Turbigot to visit an ambulance in desperate straits that the
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following incident related by an English medical student—an
impartial witness who was in an ambulance at Chateau d'Eau—
occurred. He saw a troop of women armed with Snider rifles
advancing at the double and firing, to shouts of " Vive la Com-
mune ". " These amazons were admirable shots ", he said: " there
were many girls among them who no doubt should have been
destined to better things than shooting men. They fought like
fiends and I was horrified to see fifty-two of them shot after they
had been surrounded and disarmed by the troops. I saw about
sixty men shot in the same place together with the women. One
incident I saw overwhelmed me completely. Whilst Paris was burn-
ing in the night, the canons roaring and muskets crackling, one
poor woman was struggling in a cart and weeping bitterly. I offered
her a glass of wine and a piece of bread. She refused, saying:
" For what little time I have to live it is not worth the trouble ".
A great rumpus followed on our side of the barricade and I saw
the poor woman seized by four soldiers who stripped her of her
clothing. I heard the commanding officer interrogate the woman:
" You killed some of my men! " The woman laughed sarcastically
and replied: " May God punish me for not having killed more!
I had two sons at Issy (The Fort of Issy), they were both killed,
and two at Neuilly who met the same fate. My husband died on this
barricade and now do with me as you wish ". I heard no more;
I crawled away but not soon enough not to hear the order " Fire! "
which indicated that all was over..."

. . .At Satory brutality towards the prisoners was inconceivable.
Bread, water and blows was their lot in the stifling hothouse and
the guards even went so far as to prevent them from moving. The
Belgian correspondant of the Echo du Parlement on 27 May said:
" This morning I visited the Satory camp where there are 2,500 male
and female prisoners thrown together. They are in the courtyard of
the Artillery, in the open air, bareheaded and lying in the mud;
the walls of the courtyard are crenelated and the guns are trained
on the prisoners. Yesterday, there was a riot and 300 were shot;
57 escaped but 38 were recaptured. Nothing is more disgusting than
to see these people. Their faces are incredible and their cynicism
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revolting ". There is certainly nothing surprising in the fact that
people who have to lie in the mud in the open air, after a long
march in the dust, mostly chained together, should be a sorry sight...

In these Memoires, passionate in tone and of such human interest,
a man reveals himself to the full. They must therefore be accepted
as a testimony to a fate which Professor Gagnebin compares rightly
to that of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Like him, he points out, " Dunant
was persecuted, and like him he oddly magnified the importance and
extent of that persecution ". In this respect one passage in the book
is significant, when the author writes : " / have always considered that
the whole of Europe and its people were indebted to me because of
the Red Cross and the Convention ". So Dunant, who was given to
prophesying,1 he who had predicted a future fraught with threats,
felt frustrated because he was forgotten. Worse still, the Red Cross
movement of which he was, to use his own words, " the initiator ",
developed without making any calls on him.

However, the Swiss Federal Council in 1897 awarded him the
Binet Prize, and four years later he received the first Nobel Peace
Prize. From 1900 onwards Henry Dunant seemed appeased, but
continued meditating on mankind and the future in his final notes.
He had become a legendary figure and the legend continues growing
even today.

J.-G. L.

1 For more on Dunant and the Red Cross, and this particular aspect of the per-
sonality of the author of Souvenir de Solferino, see the book by Willy Heudtlass entitled
Henry Dunant published in Germany by W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart, 1962.
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